Welcome...

Welcome to the 2013 Criminology catalogue. In the following pages you will find details of SAGE’s exciting new publications as well as our classic and bestselling titles.

We are delighted to be able to present a fantastic range of texts to support students at every stage of their degree, from introductory textbooks such as Richard Jones’ new *An Introduction to Theoretical Criminology* right through to higher-level titles including a new edition of Cavadino, Dignan and Mair’s *The Penal System Fifth Edition*, and books that students can use throughout their entire degree and beyond such as McLaughlin & Muncie’s *Criminological Perspectives Third Edition*.

You will also find details of our new reference works and information on our field-leading journals, as well as our most up-to-date collection of research methods and study skills texts.

SAGE is internationally renowned for our carefully-curated, high-quality, award-winning reference programme and we are proud to present the following new major reference works: David Wall’s *Cybercrime* and Katja Franko Aas’ *Globalization & Crime*.

We hope you enjoy the range of books within and would love to receive your feedback – contact details can be found on the page opposite. If you would like to discuss writing a book for SAGE please contact our Editor, Natalie Aguilera.

This catalogue includes only our most recent and popular titles so if you can’t find what you’re looking for, or if you are interested in learning more about forthcoming titles, please visit our website at www.sagepub.co.uk where you can find full details of all of our books, journals and electronic products. You can sign-up for new product alerts to keep you up-to-date with our latest books, and table of contents alerts so you are informed of new journal issues as soon as they publish. We hope you will enjoy reading our books and journals throughout 2013 and beyond.

The SAGE Criminology Team
The SAGE Dictionary of Criminology

Third Edition

Edited by Eugene McLaughlin University of Southampton and John Muncie The Open University

With the publication of the third edition of this work Eugene McLaughlin and John Muncie have consolidated their position as criminology’s lexicographers. This thoughtful compilation will allow students to enhance their appreciation of the discipline’s boundaries while at the same time sharpening their critical faculties so that they can redraw them.

— Ian O’Donnell, Professor of Criminology, University College Dublin

Now in its Third Edition, this bestselling reference text has established itself as the authoritative source covering the key concepts, theories, and methods in criminology and criminal justice. Edited by two of the leading figures in the field, the book is:

- comprehensive: with now over 300 entries, the third edition has been updated to include new entries and an expanded editorial introduction
- definitive: concepts are precisely defined so students have a clear understanding of the history and development of each topic and debate
- student-focused: each entry maps connections across various fields and issues and includes further reading to extend students’ knowledge throughout their studies
- international: contributions from internationally renowned academics and practitioners ensure that this book is global and comparative throughout.

This wide-ranging reference and research tool will be an essential companion for students and academics within criminology, criminal justice and legal studies and related fields including sociology, social policy, psychology and cultural studies.

READERSHIP

Students and researchers of criminology and criminal justice, as well as those in related fields including sociology, social policy and cultural studies.

October 2012 • 536 pages
Cloth (978-1-4462-0082-7) • £75.00
Paper (978-1-4462-0083-4) • £26.99

EUGENE MCLAUGHLIN

Eugene McLaughlin is Professor of Criminology at the University Southampton. He has held academic appointments at the University of Hong Kong, the Open University and City University, London. Professor McLaughlin has written extensively on policing and police reform, police-community relations, criminal justice policy reforms and criminology theory. He is the author or co-editor of thirteen books, his most recent being The Sage Handbook Of Criminological Theory (with Tim Newburn, SAGE, 2010) and The New Policing (SAGE, 2007). Professor McLaughlin’s current research concentrates on: the policing of multi-pluralist societies; the inter-mediatisation of crime and criminal justice policy; the politics of law and order and new developments in critical criminological theory. He is an Associate Editor of Crime, Media and Culture and is a former Co-Editor of Theoretical Criminology.

JOHN MUNCIE

John Muncie is Emeritus Professor of Criminology at the Open University.

He is the author of the best selling text Youth and Crime (SAGE, Third Edition, 2009) and he has published widely on issues in comparative youth justice and children’s rights including the co-edited companion volumes Youth Crime and Justice and Comparative Youth Justice (SAGE, 2006).


He is co-editor of the SAGE journal Youth Justice: An International Journal.

ORDER TODAY
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NEW EDITION!

CRIMINOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES

Essential Readings
Third Edition
Edited by Eugene McLaughlin University of Southampton and John Muncie The Open University

This revised and expanded Third Edition of the internationally acclaimed Criminological Perspectives is the most comprehensive reader available in the field. In addition to including essays which have had a seminal influence on the development of criminology, the book reflects on the range of criminological thinking in the twenty-first century. Wide-ranging and global in scope and coverage, this text will enable students to engage with the key concepts, theoretical debates and empirical issues that they’ll encounter throughout their studies.

New articles have been included to cover topics of contemporary criminological significance, including:

- surveillance
- digitized crime
- terrorism and political violence
- environmental crime

The 56 articles are organised thematically, complete with introductions that place them in context and to illustrate the approaches taken by different schools of criminological thought.

CONTENTS


READERSHIP
Students of criminology and criminal justice, socio-legal studies, security studies, surveillance studies, human rights studies and sociology

NEW EDITION!

INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINOLOGY

Theories, Methods, and Criminal Behavior
Eighth Edition
Frank E Hagan Mercyhurst College

This comprehensive introduction to the study of criminology focuses on the vital core of criminological theory - method, and criminal behaviour. Frank E Hagan investigates all forms of criminal activity, such as organized crime, white-collar crime, political crime and environmental crime. He explains the methods of operation, the effects on society and how various theories account for criminal behaviour.

Key features of the Eighth Edition include:

- crime files feature boxes
- end-of-chapter ‘theory and crime’ and ‘the theory-policy connection’ sections
- a standalone chapter on cybercrime
- updated examples and additional examples throughout

- available as an innovative interactive eBook
- an expansive Companion Website, which includes an electronic test bank, podcasts and video guest essays that bring criminology research and theories to life.

CONTENTS


Available as inspection copy for lecturers

February 2013 • 768 pages
Cloth (978-1-4462-0785-7) • £90.00
Paper (978-1-4462-0786-4) • £32.99

November 2012 • 552 pages
Paper (978-1-4522-4234-7) • £39.99

Paper (978-1-4462-0786-4) • £32.99
Criminology recruits undergraduate students from all sorts of backgrounds. As they enter their first year they confront a dauntingly complex and diverse discipline. Therefore, a no-nonsense basic primer is an essential survival tool. For me, Treadwell’s book, which covers everything from underlying philosophical principles to exam tips, is the most comprehensive and accessible basic primer on the market.

– Steve Hall, Professor of Criminology, Teesside University

This is an essential introduction to undergraduate studies in criminology. Short, clear and concise, it provides a comprehensive overview of the key themes covered on a criminology course. The Second Edition provides:

- Summaries of key course content, including new sections on race and ethnicity, cybercrime, ordinary crime, state crime, global and comparative criminology, green criminology and zemiology.
- A helpful study skills section with extensive advice on how to write essays and pass exams, including new sections on how to avoid plagiarism and how to find, read and use journal articles.
- Recent international case studies drawn from the United Kingdom, Australia, Africa and The United States.
- An all new companion website providing guides to further reading and links to relevant blogs, journal articles and useful websites.

Criminology: The Essentials is an indispensable learning tool. As well as mapping out course content in a coherent and engaging way, it offers undergraduate students helpful hints and tips for getting the most out of their studies.

Contents


Readership

Undergraduate students of criminology and criminal justice

December 2012 • 232 pages
Cloth (978-1-4462-5608-4) • £60.00
Paper (978-1-4462-5609-1) • £18.99

NEW EDITION!

CRIMINOLOGY

The Essentials

Second Edition

James Treadwell

University of Birmingham

INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINOLOGY

A Text Reader

Third Edition

Anthony Walsh Boise State University, USA and Craig T Hemmens Missouri State University, USA

This popular text/reader provides instructors and students with the best of both worlds—authored text with carefully selected accompanying readings. Thoroughly updated throughout, this Third Edition provides an interdisciplinary perspective on crime and criminality that incorporates the latest theories, concepts, and research from sociology, psychology, genetics, evolutionary biology, and the neurosciences. Key Features:

- each section has an introduction that contains vignettes, photos, tables and graphs, end of chapter questions and exercises and is followed by supporting readings
- a “How to Read a Research Article” guide for students appears after the book’s Introduction and refers students to portions of the first reading to illustrate key aspects of a research article
- a full ancillary package for instructors and a comprehensive study site for students are offered online.

November 2013 • 648 pages
Paper (978-1-4522-5820-1) • £59.00

NEW EDITION!

CRIMINOLOGY

The Essentials

Anthony Walsh Boise State University, USA

An ideal introductory text with plenty of pedagogical features, this reader provides students with a clear and accessible overview of the main topics and issues that will come up in their criminology course.

November 2012 • 328 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-9943-4) • £42.99

ABOUT CRIMINALS

A View of the Offenders’ World

Second Edition

Edited by Mark R Pogrebin University of Colorado at Denver, USA

Combining offenders’ accounts with researchers’ analysis, this text covers a wide range of criminal behaviours and presents readers with a real-life picture of the behaviour of criminals.

February 2012 • 360 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-9944-1) • £32.99

CRIME AND CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR

Edited by William J Chambliss

George Washington University, USA

Bringing together work from experts in the field this text looks at key issues such as euthanasia, drug laws, and terrorism and extremism.

January 2011 • 236 pages
Cloth (978-1-4462-5604-6) • £60.00
Paper (978-1-4462-5605-3) • £18.99

CRIME AND CRIMINAL PUNISHMENT

2011 • 344 pages
Cloth (978-1-4129-7855-2) • £55.00

+44 (0)20 7324 8703
+44 (0)20 7324 8700
www.sagepub.co.uk
INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINOLOGY

Pamela Schram and Stephen G Tibbetts both at California State University, San Bernardino, USA

Discussing all the major topics, this book focuses on theories that have been validated by current research. To enhance that perspective in the book, examples of street crime are integrated into the theory chapters. In addition, the text provides more detail on contemporary, mainstream ideas that are becoming more prevalent in modern criminology literature, such as developmental/life-course theories and biosocial perspectives.

CONTENTS

CRIMINALS IN THE MAKING

Criminality Across the Life Course

Second Edition

John Paul Wright University of Cincinnati, USA, Stephen G Tibbetts California State University, San Bernardino, USA, and Leah E Daigle Georgia State University, USA

This text discusses biological and genetic research associated with criminality and research into specific environmental agents that cause, facilitate or maintain criminal propensity. Key features include:
- the introduction of the life-course perspective
- the integration of both studies in life-course and research involving biological and genetic factors in crime behaviour/propensity with discussions of cutting-edge research
- boxes on 'Stanley,' a life-course persistent thief, in each chapter
- an illustration programme containing diagrams of the brain and nervous system, photos and more, to aid students’ understanding of the biological content
- pedagogical features such as a number of special interest boxes on topics such as the influence of lead on brain development and the limitations of parental influences.

STUDY SKILLS FOR CRIMINOLOGY

Second Edition

John Harrison, Mark Simpson, Olwen Harrison and Emma Martin all at University of Teesside, Middlesborough

The Second Edition of this best-selling study skills book is a practical guide to success for individuals at every level of their criminology and criminal justice degree. Fully revised to reflect changes in the curriculum, the book continues to provide students with practical and relevant information for their degree, including topics on choosing modules, sourcing and researching, applying theory to practice, writing essays, presentation skills, revision, taking exams and careers after their degree.

New to the Second Edition:
- a chapter on plagiarism
- developments in virtual learning environments and e-resources
- expanded coverage of internet and e-learning skills
- advice on moving from A-level to university.

CONTENTS
The Academic Environment / Assessment in Criminology / Presentation Skills / Examination Assessment / Studying Criminology at University / Finding Information about Criminology / Essay Writing / Understanding Plagiarism / Studying Criminological Theory and Criminal Justice Practice / Reflections on Studying at University / Making Your Degree Work for You / Appendix One: Sample Answers to Activity 7a / Appendix Two: Rationale for Activity 10g / Appendix Three: Useful Websites / Appendix Four: Further Reading

READERSHIP
Those considering a degree in criminology and criminal justice, just starting out on their course, or thinking about what to do after graduation

SAGE STUDY SKILLS SERIES

2010 • 208 pages
Cloth (978-1-84920-793-5) • £60.00
Paper (978-1-84920-794-2) • £17.99

DOING CRIMINOLOGICAL RESEARCH

Second Edition

Edited by Pamela Davies and Peter Francis both at Northumbria University and Victor Jupp

The new Second Edition of this best selling textbook brings research alive for students studying criminology and related subjects. Key features:
- covering both qualitative and quantitative methods, the book provides Criminology students with an introduction to methods that is entirely relevant to their subject
- research is contextualised with real-life examples of crime and criminal justice so that students can easily apply theory to practice
- looks at the processes, practicalities and problems of doing criminological research, ensuring students get to grips with preparing for and doing their own research
- includes a host of learning features including chapter key points, summaries, study questions/activities and resources, further reading, and a glossary; providing students with the tools to fully get to grips with this often intimidating part of their course.

ABRIDGED CONTENTS
PART ONE: PREPARING CRIMINOLOGICAL RESEARCH / PART TWO: DOING CRIMINOLOGICAL RESEARCH / PART THREE: REFLECTING ON CRIMINOLOGICAL RESEARCH

READERSHIP
Students and researchers in criminology and criminal justice

2010 • 392 pages
Cloth (978-1-84960-652-4) • £79.00
Paper (978-1-84860-653-1) • £25.99

November 2013 • 576 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-9085-1) • £58.00
Criminological Research Methods

NEW EDITION!

THE PRACTICE OF RESEARCH IN CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Fifth Edition
Ronet Bachman University of Delaware, USA, and Russell K Schutt University of Massachusetts, Boston, USA

This Fifth Edition continues to provide complete coverage of the use and results of the contemporary methods employed in criminology and criminal justice research today. The text teaches research design and techniques within the context of substantive criminology and criminal justice issues of interest to students who will become professionals in the field. Students learn about the wide realm of research methods available to them, delve deeper into topics relevant to their field of study and benefit from the wide variety of exercises included that help them practice as they learn. Key Features:

- real-world criminal justice examples illustrate the methods described, helping students better understand contemporary research and its application in their field of study
- tables, graphs, illustrations and photos make the subject matter accessible, understandable and engaging for students
- expansive, up-to-date exercise sets for SPSS use in data analysis ethics, and Internet research help students master the concepts and techniques presented
- a chapter on Reporting Research Results provides coverage of the research proposal, research report goals and types, displaying data, and ethics.

CONTENTS

April 2013 • 544 pages
Paper (978-1-4522-5819-5) • £39.99

THE IMPACT OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

How Academics and their Research Make a Difference

Patrick Dunleavy, Simon Bastow and Jane Tinkler all at The London School of Economics and Political Science

The impact agenda is set to shape the way in which social scientists prioritise the work they choose to pursue, the research methods they use and how they publish their findings over the coming decade, but how much is currently known about how social science research has made a mark on society?

Based on a three year research project studying the impact of 360 UK-based academics on business, government and civil society sectors, this groundbreaking new book undertakes the most thorough analysis yet of how academic research in the social sciences achieves public policy impacts, contributes to economic prosperity, and informs public understanding of policy issues as well as economic and social changes. The Impact of the Social Sciences addresses and engages with key issues, including:

- Identifying ways to conceptualise and model impact in the social sciences
- Developing more sophisticated ways to measure academic and external impacts of social science research
- Explaining how impacts from individual academics, research units and universities can be improved.

Essential reading for researchers, academics and anyone involved in discussions about how to improve the value and impact of funded research.

CONTENTS
The Social Sciences - Impacts In Search Of A Model / HOW ACADEMICS ACHIEVE IMPACT / Social Science Research And Channels Of Impact (With Joanne Wilson) / Modelling The Determinants Of External Social Science Impacts (With Joanne Wilson) / THE DEMAND FOR SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH / Business And Commercial Firms (With Rebecca Mann) / Government And Public Policy Making / Civil Society Organizations And Public Engagement (With Raphaelle Bisiaux) / THE IMPACTS INTERFACE AND PATTERNS OF INTERACTION / Modelling The Dynamics Of Impact Across Different Sectors / Narratives Of Impact And Supporting Case Studies / NEW DIRECTIONS / The Governance Of Impact In Higher Education Institutions / Digital Scholarship And Impact / Conclusions: Intellectuals, Impacts, And Civilisation

READERSHIP
Academics and researchers across the social sciences

September 2013 • 280 pages
Cloth (978-1-4462-7509-2) • £60.00
Paper (978-1-4462-7510-8) • £19.99

FUNDAMENTALS OF RESEARCH IN CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Second Edition
Ronet Bachman University of Delaware, USA, and Russell K Schutt University of Massachusetts, Boston, USA

An ideal introductory text to the field, this book helps students to understand the process of research in criminology and criminal justice. New features to the Second Edition include a new chapter on research ethics and exercises to use with Excel.

2011 • 400 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-9176-6) • £52.99

STATISTICS FOR CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Jacinta M Gau University of Central Florida, USA

This book takes those unfamiliar with statistics through this key area in the study of criminology. Thoroughness is balanced with ease of understanding and applications to show students the importance of statistics in the practice and study of criminal justice and criminology.

April 2012 • 344 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-9127-8) • £44.99

www.sagepub.co.uk
ORDER TODAY
An engaging introduction to the study of basic statistics for students pursuing careers as practitioners or researchers, this student-friendly text shows how to calculate a variety of descriptive and inferential statistics, recognize which statistics are appropriate for particular data analysis situations, and perform hypothesis tests using inferential statistics.

Much more than a 'cook book', it encourages readers to think critically about the strengths and limitations of the statistics they are calculating, as well as how they may be misapplied and misleading. Examples of statistics and statistical analyses are drawn from the worlds of the practitioner as well as the policymaker and researcher. Students will also gain a clear understanding of major ethical issues in conducting statistical analyses and reporting results, as well as insight into the realities of the life of researchers and practitioners as they use statistics and statistical analyses in their day-to-day activities.

CONTENTS


Statistics for Criminal Justice
ND CRIMINOLOGY IN PRACTICE AND RESEARCH
An Introduction
Jack Fitzgerald and Jerry Fitzgerald

Understanding Criminological Research
A Guide to Data Analysis
John Martyn Chamberlain
Loughborough University

Written as an engaging, step-by-step guide informed by detailed case studies, Understanding Criminological Research shows undergraduate and postgraduate students how to understand, analyze and use criminological data. Key features:

- a thorough account of both qualitative and quantitative data analysis covering grounded theory, social constructivism, narrative analysis and statistical analysis
- relevant and up-to-date British and international case studies drawn from newspaper articles, online reportage, government reports, interview transcripts and video recordings
- practical examples demonstrating the application of various statistical tests to nominal, ordinal and interval data
- clear and accessible chapter content supported by helpful introductions, concise summaries and suggestions for further reading
- helpful text boxes summarizing key concepts and a detailed glossary defining crucial terms.

CONTENTS


READERSHIP

Undergraduate and postgraduate students of criminology and criminal justice

MEDIA & CRIME

Second Edition
Yvonne Jewkes
University of Leicester

Established in the field as the market leader, this book explores the complex interactions between media and crime from a critical and authoritative standpoint. This Second Edition retains and updates coverage of the core issues in the subject: news reporting of crime; media constructions of children and women; moral panics; media and the police; ‘reality’ crime shows; surveillance and social control.

Key Features:

- expanded from seven to ten chapters to incorporate all recent developments in the field, including new chapters of cybercrime and crime film and coverage of mobile, Internet and digital technologies, and social networking sites, students are provided with a fully up-to-date one-stop-shop resource
- excellent pedagogical features (including overviews, key terms, summaries, study questions, suggestions for further reading, and a glossary) ensure that students can fully understand and engage with the material and the subject
- the inclusion of updated case studies (such as the Madeleine McCann case and the Madoff fraud case) will help students apply theory to real-life.

CONTENTS


READERSHIP

Students and researchers in the fields of criminology, media studies, cultural studies and sociology

KEY APPROACHES TO CRIMINOLOGY

2010 • 328 pages
Cloth (978-1-84860-702-6) • £77.00
Paper (978-1-84860-703-3) • £25.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
Key Approaches to Criminology

GLOBALIZATION AND CRIME
Second Edition
Katja Franko Aas University of Oslo, Norway

Bringing together the closely related subjects of criminology and global sociology, this book examines established topics such as transnational policing and organized crime, and also delves into new territory exploring the issues surrounding international criminal justice, human rights, comparative criminology, green criminology and financial crime. New to this Second Edition is a chapter dedicated to the impact of the war on terror on the rule of law and a detailed discussion on the growing topic of cosmopolitan criminology.

Key Features:
- students are provided with a clear and authoritative text on this fast-moving and complex field from a foremost authority in the area
- inclusion of further reading and extensive references at the end of each chapter provide guidance to students on where to look for more in-depth reading
- coverage of crimmigration, trafficking, green criminology, human rights, and cosmopolitan criminology means this text provides readers with an examination of cutting edge topics.

CONTENTS

READERSHIP
Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate students of criminology; also students of globalization, geography and sociology

KEY APPROACHES TO CRIMINOLOGY
April 2013 • 280 pages
Cloth (978-1-4462-0197-8) • £70.00
Paper (978-1-4462-0198-5) • £23.99

RACE & CRIME
Michael Rowe Northumbria University

In this wide-ranging and ambitious book, Mike Rowe has managed the difficult feat of being both scholarly and accessible. A critical and thought-provoking analysis of criminology’s long-standing and problematic relationship to questions of race and ethnicity that draws on a range of resources from the local to the global

Professor David Smith, Lancaster University

In this original and cutting-edge new textbook, Michael Rowe explores the key topics in race and crime. Examining the main issues from an historical and comparative approach, the book fully situates arguments and ideas in a global context with contemporary examples. Encouraging readers to think critically about well-worn debates, Race and Crime covers a diverse range of issues including representation and disproportionality, victimization, human rights, terrorism, popular culture and government.

CONTENTS


READERSHIP
Students in criminology, sociology, race and ethnic studies, and cultural studies

KEY APPROACHES TO CRIMINOLOGY
April 2012 • 224 pages
Cloth (978-1-84920-727-0) • £65.00
Paper (978-1-84920-727-0) • £22.99
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KATJA FRANKO AAS
Katja Franko Aas is Professor of Criminology at the University of Oslo, Norway.

She has published widely in globalization, borders, security and surveillance of everyday life, and has authored books on the topics of cosmopolitan justice; technologies of insecurity; globalization and crime; and sentencing in information societies.

Katja was born in Ljubljana, Slovenia. She graduated in Law at the University of Ljubljana and subsequently moved to Norway. She lives in Oslo with two teenage daughters and a wheaten terrier, and spends her summers in Istria, Croatia.
Criminal Procedure, Second Edition

Matthew Lippman
University of Illinois at Chicago, USA

Criminal Procedure, Second Edition is a contemporary, comprehensive, case-driven textbook from award-winning teacher Matthew R. Lippman covering the constitutional foundation of criminal procedure and including numerous cases selected for their appeal to today’s students. With an emphasis on diversity and its impact on how laws are enforced, this clearly written textbook features numerous learning devices, including ‘you decide’ scenarios, ‘cases and comments’, and ‘legal equations’ and is accompanied by robust ancillaries, including an open-access student study site with Web-based activities, helpful study aids and resources.

CONTENTS
An Introduction to Criminal Procedure / Appendix: Reading and Briefing Cases / The Sources of Criminal Procedure / Searches and Seizures / Stop and Frisk / Probable Cause and Arrests / Searches and Seizures of Property / Inspections and Regulatory Searches / Interrogations and Confessions / Eyewitness and Scientific Identifications / The Exclusionary Rule and Entrapment / Civil and Criminal Remedies for Constitutional Violations / The Initiation of the Legal Process, Bail, and the Right to Counsel / The Courtroom: The Pretrial and Trial Process / Sentencing and Appeals / Counterterrorism

February 2013 • 664 pages
Paper (978-1-4522-5722-8) • £71.00

COURTS

A Text/Reader

Second Edition

Cassia Spohn
Arizona State University, USA and Craig Hemmens
Missouri State University, USA

Combining authored sections with articles from leading journals, this reader presents selected for their appeal to today’s students. This book, original in conception and driven textbook from award-winning teacher Matthew R. Lippman covering the constitutional foundation of criminal procedure and including numerous cases selected for their appeal to today’s students. With an emphasis on diversity and its impact on how laws are enforced, this clearly written textbook features numerous learning devices, including ‘you decide’ scenarios, ‘cases and comments’, and ‘legal equations’ and is accompanied by robust ancillaries, including an open-access student study site with Web-based activities, helpful study aids and resources.

CRIMINAL COURTS

A Contemporary Perspective

Second Edition

Craig Hemmens
Missouri State University, USA
David C Brody
Washington State University, USA
and Cassia C Spohn
Arizona State University, USA

Written by three leaders in the field, this text explores all conventional topics (court structure, courtroom actors, and the trial and appeal process) as well as others seldom covered. The text first reviews the judicial function, the role and purpose of law, sources of law, the various types of law, and the American court system structure and operations, both state and federal. The participants in the system are discussed next, followed by the pre-trial, trial, and post-trial processes. A wealth of pedagogical tools adds valuable related content, ranging from the points of view of court process participants to comparative information to hotly debated topics.

CONTENTS

February 2013 • 536 pages
Paper (978-1-4522-5722-8) • £68.00

COURTS, LAW, AND JUSTICE

Edited by William J Chambliss
George Washington University, USA

This text looks at key issues in the field such as DNA evidence, eyewitness accuracy and the jury system.

KEY ISSUES IN CRIME AND PUNISHMENT

2011 • 336 pages
Cloth (978-1-4129-7857-6) • £55.00

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ETHICS

Theory and Practice

Third Edition

Cyndi Banks
Northern Arizona University, USA

This text examines the criminal justice system through an ethical lens, identifying ethical issues in practice and in theory.

May 2012 • 384 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-9545-0) • £39.99

CRIMINAL LAW & CRIMINAL JUSTICE

An Introduction

Noel Cross
Liverpool John Moores University

This book, original in conception and clearly written and structured, will do an excellent job of introducing students of criminology and criminal justice to the relationship between law in the books and law in action

– Professor David Smith, Lancaster University

2009 • 240 pages
Cloth (978-1-84787-086-5) • £74.00
Paper (978-1-84787-087-2) • £24.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
CONTENENTS

A History of Modern Criminal Justice / Criminological Theory

Joseph F Spillane University of Florida, USA and David B Wolcott

A History of Modern Criminal Justice focuses on the modern aspects of the subject, from 1900 to the present. The book takes a unique thematic rather than a chronological approach, with chapters organized around themes such as policing, courts, due process, and prison and punishment. Making connections between history and contemporary criminal justice systems, structures and processes, A History of Modern Criminal Justice offers students the latest in historical scholarship, made relevant to their needs as future practitioners in the field.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

A Text/Reader

Matthew J Giblin

This text offers students a theoretically-framed, empirically-supported work merging the benefits of primary source material with the coverage and support offered by secondary source material. Key Features:

• from organizational theory to managing and criminal justice organization, this book takes a unique approach in its presentation by combining an authored presentation of concepts and a review of the literature on each of the issues facing managers in the criminal justice system, followed by some of the key research studies that have been published in academic journals

• photos, charts and graphs enhance the authored Section introductions and provide visual elements to make the book more accessible for students

• authored introductions to the articles and discussion questions that follow make the research articles more accessible and useful for students

• ancillaries for the book include instructor and student resource sites. The materials include test questions, PowerPoint slides, chapter quizzes, and e-flashcards.

NOW IN PAPERBACK!

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY

Edited by Eugene McLaughlin University of Southampton and Tim Newburn London School of Economics

This Handbook re-centres theory in the boldest, most thought-provoking form possible within the criminological enterprise. Written by a team of internationally respected specialists, it provides readers with a clear overview of criminological theory, enabling them to reflect critically upon the variety of theoretical positions - traditional, emergent and desirable - that are constitutive of the discipline at the beginning of the 21st century. Each chapter has been specially commissioned to include the following:

• a brief historical overview of the theoretical perspective

• core ideas and key associated concepts

• a critical review of the contemporary status of the perspective

• reflections on future developments.

ABRIDGED CONTENTS

PART ONE: CONTEMPORARY CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY / Genetics and Crime / Individual Differences and Offending / Social Learning Theory / Street Collectives and Group Delinquency / Strain Theories / Control Theories / Labeling, Social Reaction and Social Constructionism / Critical Criminology / Integrative Criminology / Realist Criminology Revisited / Routine Activities / Feminist Perspectives in Criminology: A Review with Gen Y in Mind / PART TWO: NEW DIRECTIONS / Life-Course and Developmental Theories in Criminology / Crime Science / Psychosocial Criminology / Cultural Criminology / Governmental Criminology / New Institutionalism in Criminology / Defiance, Compliance and Conscience / A Vision of Race, Crime and Justice through the Lens of Critical Race Theory / A Green Criminology Perspective / Global Criminology / Penology / Approaches to Victims and Victimization / News Media Criminology

READERSHIP

Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate students, academics and practitioners in criminological theory

November 2013 • 686 pages
Paper (978-1-4522-1992-9) • £47.99

NEW!

A HISTORY OF MODERN AMERICAN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Joseph F Spillane University of Florida, USA and David B Wolcott

A History of Modern Criminal Justice focuses on the modern aspects of the subject, from 1900 to the present. The book takes a unique thematic rather than a chronological approach, with chapters organized around themes such as policing, courts, due process, and prison and punishment. Making connections between history and contemporary criminal justice systems, structures and processes, A History of Modern Criminal Justice offers students the latest in historical scholarship, made relevant to their needs as future practitioners in the field.

CONTENTS


January 2013 • 360 pages
Cloth (978-1-4129-8133-0) • £81.00
Paper (978-1-4129-8134-7) • £28.99

NEW EDITION!

CONTEMPORARY CRIMINAL LAW

Concepts, Cases, and Controversies

Third Edition

Matthew Lippman University of Illinois at Chicago, USA

Contemporary Criminal Law, Third Edition combines traditional concepts with thought-provoking cases and engaging learning tools. The text covers both foundational and emerging legal topics such as terrorism, gangs, cybercrime and hate crimes, in a student-friendly and approachable manner. Clear explanations of criminal law and defences are complemented by provocative, well-edited cases followed by discussion questions to stimulate critical thinking and in-class discussion.

CONTENTS


November 2012 • 616 pages
Paper (978-1-4522-3002-3) • £68.00

NOW IN PAPERBACK!

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY

Edited by Eugene McLaughlin University of Southampton and Tim Newburn London School of Economics

This Handbook re-centres theory in the boldest, most thought-provoking form possible within the criminological enterprise. Written by a team of internationally respected specialists, it provides readers with a clear overview of criminological theory, enabling them to reflect critically upon the variety of theoretical positions - traditional, emergent and desirable - that are constitutive of the discipline at the beginning of the 21st century. Each chapter has been specially commissioned to include the following:

• a brief historical overview of the theoretical perspective

• core ideas and key associated concepts

• a critical review of the contemporary status of the perspective

• reflections on future developments.

ABRIDGED CONTENTS

PART ONE: CONTEMPORARY CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY / Genetics and Crime / Individual Differences and Offending / Social Learning Theory / Street Collectives and Group Delinquency / Strain Theories / Control Theories / Labeling, Social Reaction and Social Constructionism / Critical Criminology / Integrative Criminology / Realist Criminology Revisited / Routine Activities / Feminist Perspectives in Criminology: A Review with Gen Y in Mind / PART TWO: NEW DIRECTIONS / Life-Course and Developmental Theories in Criminology / Crime Science / Psychosocial Criminology / Cultural Criminology / Governmental Criminology / New Institutionalism in Criminology / Defiance, Compliance and Conscience / A Vision of Race, Crime and Justice through the Lens of Critical Race Theory / A Green Criminology Perspective / Global Criminology / Penology / Approaches to Victims and Victimization / News Media Criminology

READERSHIP

Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate students, academics and practitioners in criminological theory

November 2013 • 686 pages
Paper (978-1-4522-1992-9) • £47.99

ORDER TODAY

+44 (0)20 7324 8703
+44 (0)20 7324 8700
www.sagepub.co.uk
Criminological Theory / Punishment & Penology

NEW EDITION!

CULTURAL CRIMINOLOGY
An Invitation
Second Edition
Jeff Ferrell Texas Christian University, USA, and
University of Kent, Keith Hayward University of Kent and
Jock Young John Jay College of Criminal Justice, City
University of New York, USA, and University of Kent

Bringing together three of the leading international figures in the field, Cultural Criminology: An Invitation traces the history, theory, methodology and future direction of cultural criminology. Drawing on issues of representation, meaning and politics, this book systematically walks students through the key areas that make up this fascinating approach to the study of crime.

The Second Edition has been fully revised to take account of recent developments in this fast developing field, thereby keeping students up-to-date with the issues facing cultural criminologists today. It includes:

• A new chapter entitled ‘Trajectories of Cultural Criminology’, surveying emergent trends in the field, including: green criminology; cultural criminology of the state; cultural criminology of current global activism, political protest and social movements; and crime and consumerism
• A new section at the end of each chapter providing links to useful cultural criminological websites and relevant journal articles
• Further Reading lists at the end of each chapter, enabling students to take their studies beyond the classroom
• New and updated vignettes, visual illustrations and examples throughout

CONTENTS

READERSHIP
Upper-level students and researchers of criminology and criminal justice

December 2013 • 280 pages
Cloth (978-1-4462-5916-0) • £26.99
Paper (978-1-4462-5916-0) • £26.99

THEORIZING CRIME AND DEVIANCE
A New Perspective
Steve Hall Social Futures
Institute, Teesside University

A remarkable intellectual achievement, bringing to bear a grasp of contemporary social theory that is superbly sophisticated and up-to-date

– Robert Reiner, Professor of Criminology, London School of Economics and Political Science

Steve Hall uses cutting-edge philosophy and social theory to analyze empirical work on patterns of crime and illuminate contemporary criminological issues. He provides a fresh, relevant critique of the philosophical and political underpinnings of criminological theory and the theoretical canon’s development during the 20th century.

The book evocatively explores the changing patterns of harm, the adoption and abandonment of specific social theories within criminology and the application of new continental philosophy to the criminological problem.

CONTENTS
Historical Patterns of Crime in England / Crime Trends in the Neo-Liberal Age / Philosophy, Social Theory and Criminology: The Underlying Liberal Narrative / 20th Century Criminological Theory: From Aetiology to Controlology / Living with the Undead: The Failure of Liberal-Left Theory / The Return of the Dialectic / The Transcendental Materialist Subject / On the Stimulation and Pacification of Populations

READERSHIP
Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate students, researchers and academics working within criminology, sociology, politics and the social sciences

April 2012 • 304 pages
Cloth (978-1-84860-671-5) • £75.00
Paper (978-1-84860-672-2) • £24.99

RESTORATIVE JUSTICE TODAY
Practical Applications
Edited by Katherine S van Wormer
University of Northern Iowa, USA and
Lorenn Walker University of Hawaii
Honolulu Community College, USA

Timely and contemporary, this book exposes readers to a range of restorative practices that can be implemented. The authors, renowned experts in the area of restorative justice, provide information not found in other restorative justice texts.

October 2012 • 280 pages

See the full listing of all our Criminology & Criminal Justice titles online at www.sagepub.co.uk

NEW!

SPECIAL Needs OFFENDERS IN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Edited by Lior Gideon John Jay College of Criminal Justice, USA

Examining the different populations under correctional supervision, and in particular, those incarcerated, this book explores the challenges experienced by convicted offenders characterized by having special needs, and will promote interest in a rapidly increasing segment of the incarcerated inmates’ population.

November 2012 • 544 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-9813-0) • £31.99

ORDER TODAY  +44 (0)20 7324 8703  +44 (0)20 7324 8700  www.sagepub.co.uk
Now in its Fifth Edition, The Penal System: An Introduction remains the most complete, accessible and authoritative resource for studies in Criminal Justice and Criminology. Fully revised and updated to account for recent changes in the Criminal Justice System, the new edition includes:

- expanded material on restorative justice
- an expanded section on gender and the Criminal Justice System
- greater coverage of comparative issues, focussing especially on Scotland
- an annually updated companion website, keeping students up-to-date with relevant legislation and crucial developments
- an accessible writing style balanced against a critical and scholarly approach
- a glossary of key terms that students will encounter throughout their studies
- continued critical coverage of the deepening penal crisis, including sections on the managerial crisis and the crisis of accountability.

CONTENTS

The Penal System consolidates and builds on the successful formula of the Fourth Edition, bringing the text in line with the key issues facing the Criminal Justice System today. It will prove essential reading across all undergraduate levels for modules on Criminal Justice and Prisons/Punishment.

READERSHIP
Undergraduate students taking modules on criminal justice and prisons/punishment

NEW!

THE AMERICAN PRISON
Imagining a Different Future
Edited by Francis T Cullen
University of Central Lancashire, James Dignan
University of Leeds and George Mair Liverpool Hope University

A volume that is at the forefront of engaging in the conversation about the future of the American prison.

June 2013 • 320 pages
Paper (978-1-4462-0724-6) • £24.99

NEW!

IN CUSTODY
Law, Impunity and Prisoner Abuse in South Asia
Nitya Ramakrishnan Lawyer,
Supreme Court of India, New Delhi

In Custody analyses the professed and actual commitment to custodial justice on the part of six countries-India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Afghanistan.

SAGE LAW
March 2013 • 529 pages
Cloth (978-8-132-10946-4) • £47.50
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

Second Edition
Robert D Hanser University of Louisiana at Monroe, USA

This book continues to provide comprehensive community corrections coverage with an applied, practical perspective, with a special emphasis on contemporary rehabilitative and re-entry strategies. More discussion of community corrections practices in other countries, more coverage applying theory, and more on the use of technology in community corrections sets it apart from competitors. Additionally, the treatment orientation and the substantive coverage of special needs offenders helps students understand the increasing need for community supervision officers to be well-versed in treatment based approaches and special offender typologies.

CONTENTS

July 2013 • 528 pages
Paper (978-1-4522-5663-4) • £49.99

INTRODUCTION TO POLICING

Second Edition
Michael Rowe Northumbria University

This fully revised Second Edition of the popular textbook, Introduction to Policing, combines a lucid and engaging writing style with comprehensive coverage of the key issues that surround Policing. Thoroughly updated to take account of recent changes in policy, this book covers everything students need to excel at their studies. It includes:

• a whole new chapter on ‘Global and Transnational Policing’ rich in comparative examples, keeping students in the loop with international developments in the field
• a reworked chapter on ‘Approaches to Policing’, covering various strategies of policing, such as community-led initiatives
• a new chapter on ‘Criminal Investigation’, offering a complete overview of the criminal investigation process, and a concluding chapter tying together the book’s themes
• a full Companion Website incorporating lecturer resources, links to related websites, expanded case studies and links to relevant journal articles.

Written with flair and enthusiasm, the text is rich in helpful learning features from key terms, learning objectives and chapter summaries, to self-check questions, annotated further reading, text boxes and a glossary. Introduction to Policing is essential reading for students of criminology. As well as covering all the key areas across Policing, the book will show students how to think critically about the various issues and topics that they’ll encounter across their course.

CONTENTS

READERSHIP
Those studying criminology, criminal justice or policing at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels

December 2013 • 312 pages
Cloth (978-1-4462-5587-2) • £75.00
Paper (978-1-4462-5588-9) • £24.99

CORRECTIONS: A TEXT/READER

Second Edition
Mary Stohr Missouri State University, USA, Anthony Walsh Boise State University, USA, and Craig Hemmens Missouri State University, USA

This new edition combines journal articles with authored introductions to provide readers with a contemporary look at the study of corrections.

May 2012 • 728 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-9717-1) • £39.99

PROFESSIONAL LIVES OF COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS OFFICERS: THE INVISIBLE SIDE OF REENTRY

Faith Lutze Washington State University, USA

Specifically focused on community corrections officers (CCOs), this book enhances the understanding of how CCOs, and their work, are connected to a broader political, economic and social context.

August 2013 • 256 pages
Paper (978-1-4522-4228-2) • £22.99

CORRECTIONS

Edited by William J Chambless George Washington University, USA

This volume looks at key issues in the field such as capital punishment, healthcare for prisoners and prison privatisation.

KEY ISSUES IN CRIME AND PUNISHMENT

2011 • 344 pages
Cloth (978-1-4129-7856-9) • £55.00
POLICING
Development and Contemporary Practice
Peter Joyce  Manchester Metropolitan University

This lively and comprehensive text combines an overview of the historical development of policing in the UK, with discussion of current debates and practice. It provides a global and comparative context in order to shed light on contemporary issues. The book equips students with an in-depth understanding of the challenges and complexities of modern policing.

CONTENTS

READERSHIP
Undergraduate students in criminology, criminal justice and policing

GLOBAL POLICING
Ben Bowling  King’s College London and James Sheptycki York University, Toronto, Canada

Global Policing shows how security threats have been constructed by powerful actors to justify the creation of a new global policing architecture and how the subculture of policing shapes the world system. Demonstrating how a theory of global policing is central to understanding global governance, the text explores:

• the ‘new security agenda’ focused on serious organised crime and terrorism and how this is transforming policing
• the creation of global organisations such as Interpol, regional entities such as Europol and national policing agencies with a transnational reach
• the subculture of the ‘global cops’, blurring boundaries between police, private security, military and secret intelligence agencies
• the reality of transnational policing on the ground, its effectiveness, legitimacy, accountability and future development.

ABRIDGED CONTENTS

READERSHIP
Students and academics in criminology, criminal justice, policing and international relations.

INTRODUCTION TO POLICING
Second Edition
Steven M Cox and William P McGamsey both at Western Illinois University, USA, and Gene L Scaramella Ellis University, USA

Focusing on the thought-provoking, contemporary issues that underscore the challenging world of policing, this easy-to-understand text balances theory, research and practice to give students a comprehensive overview of both the foundations of policing and the expanded role of today’s police officers. The engaging writing style and stories from the field, coupled with unique coverage of the issues of policing in multicultural communities and the impact of globalization on policing, make this book a must-have for policing courses.

CONTENTS

POLICE AND LAW ENFORCEMENT
Edited by William J Chambliss George Washington University, USA

Looking at a range of features of policing, Police and Law Enforcement includes contentious topics such as: accountability; arrest practices; entrapment; profiling; vigilantes; and zero-tolerance policing.

KEY ISSUES IN CRIME AND PUNISHMENT
2011 • 336 pages
Cloth (978-1-4129-7859-0) • £55.00

POLICING
A Text/Reader
Carol A Archbold

This book provides an overview of the field of policing, and includes a collection of carefully selected classic and contemporary articles that have previously appeared in leading journals, along with original material in a mini-chapter format that contextualizes the concepts.

READERSHIP
Students and academics in criminology, criminal justice, policing and international relations.

November 2012 • 608 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-9369-2) • £51.00
Policing

LAW ENFORCEMENT ETHICS

Classic and Contemporary Issues

Edited by Brian D Fitch

Law Enforcement Ethics is at the forefront of engaging in the conversation about the future of law enforcement ethics, while examining many of the classic, enduring challenges posed by the profession itself. The conversation explores a host of foundational issues that include: who should be hired as a law enforcement officer; what training should look like during the basic academy, as well as over the span of one’s career; common ethical challenges, such as force and interrogations; what an ethical promotional process should entail; international best practices and problems; psychology of marginality; role of the media in promoting accountability; and the roles played by social learning, sub-culture, organizational policies and PTSD in misconduct.

CONTENTS


June 2013 • 464 pages
Paper (978-1-4522-5817-1) • £28.99

POLICING AND PSYCHOLOGY

Nicholas Blagden

Nottingham Trent University

Psychology is a key element of police training and practice. This book draws on a range of psychological theories, concepts and research to explore the relevance of psychology to modern day policing. It focuses on psychological theories of crime and criminal behaviour, investigative psychology, effective interpersonal skills, stereotyping and prejudice, the potential impact on police work and the psychological effect of crime on victims.

CONTENTS

Policing and Psychology: An Introduction / Psychological Theories of Crime and Criminal Behaviour / Policing Attributes, Stereotypes and Prejudice / Communication, Interpersonal and Interviewing Skills / Investigative Psychology and Criminal Profiling / Victims and the Psychological Consequences of Victimisation / Stress, Burnout, Coping and Policing

READERSHIP

Undergraduate students in policing, police studies, criminology and criminal justice, as well as those doing Foundation Degrees in policing

POLICING MATTERS SERIES

February 2012 • 112 pages
Cloth (978-0-85725-833-5) • £60.00
Paper (978-0-85725-465-8) • £16.99

POLICE ETHICS AND VALUES

Allyson MacVean

University of Chester and Peter Neyroud

University of Cambridge

The recent introduction of directives, legislation and Codes of Standards has demanded a more principled and professional approach to policing. This book is aimed at students who need to have a clear and comprehensive understanding of police ethics and values, and how this is understood in policy and applied in an operational setting. It discusses the range, importance and complexity of ethical issues faced by law enforcement practitioners and policy makers, introduces the key concepts of ethics, professionalism and policing, and relates these to key themes within policing.

CONTENTS

Introduction to Police Ethics and Values / Professional Policing and A Code of Ethics / Police Culture and Ethical Policing / An Ethical Approach to Equality and Discrimination / Ethical Leadership and Management in Policing / Ethical and Moral Considerations in the Use of Force / An Ethical Approach to Policing Public Disorder / Ethical Considerations in Covert Investigations / Police Corruption and Misconduct / Professional Standards and Ethical Practice / The New Police Professionalism: Evidence, Legitimacy and Democracy

READERSHIP

Undergraduates in policing, police studies, criminology and criminal justice, as well as those doing a foundation degree in policing

POLICING MATTERS SERIES

February 2012 • 160 pages
Cloth (978-0-85725-831-1) • £60.00
Paper (978-0-85725-385-9) • £16.99

POLICING TERRORISM

Christopher Blake, Barrie Sheldon

Teesside University, Rachael Strzelecki

University of Wolverhampton and

Peter Williams

Teesside University

Terrorism has become a major issue for policing during the 21st century, exacerbated by world events, the emerging new terrorism with its global implications, and a growing need to develop effective counter-terrorism strategies. This book provides students with an historical perspective, introduces a number of well-established theories relating to terrorism and considers how the UK has responds to developing a counter-terrorism strategy. In a fast-moving area, it captures the latest changes in legislation and government strategy.

CONTENTS

Introduction to Concepts of Terrorism / Who Are the Terrorists? / Territorial Tactics and Targets / Irish Terrorism - The UK Experience / Countering the Terrorist Threat / 9/11 and the UK Response / Legislative Developments / Developments in Intelligence / Violent Extremism / Protecting the UK and Preparing for an Attack / Future Perspectives

READERSHIP

Undergraduate students in policing, police studies, criminology and criminal justice, as well as those doing foundation degrees in policing

POLICING MATTERS SERIES

2012 • 200 pages
Cloth (978-0-85725-834-2) • £60.00
Paper (978-0-85725-518-1) • £19.99
INTRODUCING FORENSIC AND CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION

Jane Monckton-Smith
University of Gloucestershire, Tony Adams Former Detective Superintendent, Adam Hart and Julia Webb both at University of Gloucestershire

This book is a lucid and practical guide to understanding the core skills and issues involved in the criminal investigation process. Guiding students through a mock criminal investigation, each chapter introduces a layer of the crime scene and an investigative activity to allow students to develop a true comprehension of how forensic and criminal investigation takes place.

Drawing on multiple disciplines and perspectives, the book promotes a critical awareness and practical comprehension of the intersections between criminology, criminal investigation and forensic science and uses active learning strategies to help students build their knowledge and ensure that the veracity of evidence and decision-making is clear.

CONTENTS

READERSHIP
Students studying forensic and criminal investigation on criminology and policing courses

March 2013 • 232 pages
Cloth (978-0-85702-751-1) • £75.00
Paper (978-0-85702-752-8) • £24.99

NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION

Science and Applications
Edited by David Matsumoto San Francisco State University and Humintell, LLC, USA, Mark G Frank University at Buffalo, State University of New York, USA, and Hye Sung Hwang San Francisco State University and Humintell, LLC, USA

Examining state-of-the-art research and knowledge regarding nonverbal behaviour, this book applies that scientific knowledge to a broad range of fields.

May 2012 • 336 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-9930-4) • £25.99

CRIMINOLOGICAL AND FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY

Helen Gavin University of Huddersfield

Criminological and Forensic Psychology is a clear, critical and in-depth introduction to this broad and fascinating field.

Written in a student-friendly and engaging style, this textbook covers all the required academic areas of study in addition to explaining how to conduct applications and interventions in the field of forensic and criminological psychology.

It covers all aspects of criminological and forensic research; it offers guidance on communicating psychological knowledge to other professionals; and provides training in psychological skills pertinent to the study of criminological and forensic psychology. Case study material built into the textbook brings academic topics to life, and each chapter links together the material under discussion and the competency to be addressed by learning and applying that material.

A Companion Website is provided to support learning, with the following features:
• chapter-by-chapter MCQ questions for students and lecturers
• chapter-by-chapter full PowerPoint slides for lecturers
• additional case studies
• links to further readings

An essential textbook for students taking courses in Criminological and Forensic Psychology at undergraduate and MSc level.

CONTENTS

READERSHIP
Undergraduate and postgraduate students of criminological and forensic psychology

November 2013 • 504 pages
Cloth (978-1-84860-700-2) • £90.00
Paper (978-1-84860-701-9) • £32.99

INTRODUCTION TO FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY

Research and Application

Third Edition
Curt R Bartol Glenville, New York, USA, and Anne M Bartol

A fully revised and updated Third Edition of the bestselling undergraduate Introduction to Forensic Psychology. Every chapter has been updated, the Companion Website has been expanded and there are more real-life case studies.

2011 • 576 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-9175-9) • £39.99
CRIMINAL & BEHAVIORAL PROFILING

Curt R Bartol Glenville, New York, USA, and Anne M Bartol

Criminal and Behavioral Profiling, written by well-established authors Curt and Anne Bartol, presents a realistic and empirically based look at the theory, research and practice of modern criminal profiling, or, as it is more professionally termed, behavioural analysis or behavioural investigative analysis. Designed for use in a variety of criminal justice and psychology courses, the book delves into the process of identifying distinctive behavioural tendencies, geographical locations, demographic, and biographical descriptors of offenders, and personality traits, based on characteristics of the crime. Timely literature and case studies from the rapidly growing international research in criminal profiling help students understand the best practices, major pitfalls and psychological concepts that are key to this process.

CONTENTS
Crime Scene Profiling / Scientific Approaches to Crime Scene Profiling / Geographic Profiling and Mapping / Profiling Applied to Specific Crimes / Psychological Profiling: A Focus on Threat and Risk Assessment / Suspect-Based Profiling / Reconstructive Psychological Evaluation: The Psychological Autopsy / Profiling In Court

October 2012 • 368 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-8308-2) • £27.99

NEW EDITION!

JUVENILE JUSTICE

A Guide to Theory, Policy, and Practice

Eighth Edition

Steven M Cox Western Illinois University, USA, Jennifer M Allen (Easley) North Georgia College and State University, USA, and Robert D Hanser University of Louisiana at Monroe, USA

This text deals with the interrelationships among theory, policy, and practice in juvenile justice. Topics covered include the history of juvenile justice, legal considerations in juvenile justice, theory and policy in juvenile justice, and current realities in the practice of juvenile justice. Real life examples, excellent pedagogical features, and a complete online ancillary package are provided to help instructors teach the course and students learn interactively. Key Features:

- in-chapter ‘In Practices’ boxes help students see the practical application of what they are reading
- highlighted career boxes allow students to identify potential careers in juvenile justice and to gain additional information on the educational and practical skills necessary to work with various types of youth
- this new edition features up-to-date coverage of recent and important changes in the law, and expanded coverage of theory.

November 2013 • 504 pages
Paper (978-1-4522-5823-2) • £58.00

NEW!

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY IN A DIVERSE SOCIETY

Race, Class, and Gender

Kristin Bates and Richelle Swan Cal State University, San Marcos, USA

Written from a critical perspective, this book includes features such as a critical understanding of juvenile delinquency, focus on issues of race, class and gender, and links to theories of delinquency. Key Features:

- substantively links theories of delinquency to existing public policies and offers theoretically based suggestions for innovative new public policies
- includes a chapter on careers in the field of juvenile delinquency prevention and youth support
- includes real-world/pop-culture examples to provide students with context of material
- 'from the “Classroom to the Community” boxes will highlight ideas for service learning projects, examples of collaborative learning and community action, or specific public policies addressing juveniles and juvenile delinquency
- extensive ancillaries including online film clips chosen by the authors and video clips filmed by SAGE of the authors.

December 2013 • 576 pages
Paper (978-1-4129-9812-3) • £58.00

ORDER TODAY +44 (0)20 7324 8703 +44 (0)20 7324 8700 +44 (0)20 7324 8700 www.sagepub.co.uk

YOUTH AND CRIME

Third Edition

John Muncie The Open University

The Third Edition of this definitive, bestselling text offers the most comprehensive and authoritative overview of youth and crime available. Two new chapters on youth victimology and comparative and international youth justice have been added to provide critical analysis of issues such as institutional abuse, child trafficking, international children’s rights and transnational policy transfer.

This is a wonderfully accomplished textbook which leaves its rivals standing

~ Professor Tim Newburn, London School of Economics and Political Science

CONTENTS
Youth Crime / Histories of Youth and Crime / Explaining Youth Crime I / Explaining Youth Crime II / Youth Victimization / Youth Cultures, Cultural Studies and Cultural Criminology / Youth and Social Policy / Youth Justice Strategies I / Youth Justice Strategies II / Comparative and International Youth Justice

READERSHIP
Students of criminology, criminal justice, sociology, youth studies and social policy

2009 • 488 pages
Cloth (978-1-84787-431-3) • £74.00
Paper (978-1-84787-432-0) • £24.99

2009 • 488 pages
Cloth (978-1-84787-431-3) • £74.00
Paper (978-1-84787-432-0) • £24.99

2009 • 488 pages
Cloth (978-1-84787-431-3) • £74.00
Paper (978-1-84787-432-0) • £24.99

ORDER TODAY +44 (0)20 7324 8703 +44 (0)20 7324 8700 +44 (0)20 7324 8700 www.sagepub.co.uk
GANGS IN AMERICA’S COMMUNITIES
James C Howell
A current, timely, and theoretically-based textbook on gangs and youth violence in America, it covers significant topics of interest to gang scholars and practitioners and, in doing so, serves to prepare students to work with gang members, develop and manage anti-gang programmes, or engage in scholarly endeavours.

CHILDREN’S RIGHTS IN PRACTICE
Edited by Phil Jones University of Leeds and Gary Walker Leeds Metropolitan University
Helping readers to understand what good practice entails, this book provides clear guidance on the rights of young people today. Covering education, social care and welfare, and health, this book allows readers to put policy into practice in their setting.

JUVENILE CRIME AND JUSTICE
Edited by William J Chambliss
George Washington University, USA
Looking at topics such as boot camps, the death penalty and parental responsibility, this is an important resource for students of criminology and related disciplines.

KEY CONCEPTS IN YOUTH STUDIES
Mark Cieslik University of Northumbria and Donald Simpson Teesside University
What is youth? How do we understand youth in its social and cultural context? In this timely and sought-after title, the authors provide a concise and readily accessible introduction to the interdisciplinary field of youth studies. Drawing upon the latest research and developments in the field, as well as discussing the fundamental ideas underlying the disciplines as a whole, they offer a comprehensive yet unpacked understanding of youth as a social phenomenon. Illuminating the many abstract and contested concepts within youth studies, the book offers explanations to questions such as:
• how might we define youth?
• how can we understand young people in relation to their social identities and practices?
• what is the relationship between youth and social class?
• how do youth cultures develop?
• how can we understand youth in a globalized perspective?

Youth Crime & Justice

For students of youth studies, this is one of the most accessible and useful introductory books on the market

Available as inspection copy for lecturers

EFFECTIVE CHILD PROTECTION
Second Edition
Eileen Munro London School of Economics and Political Science
In this text, the author provides broad coverage of the topic of child protection for students and practitioners as well as those in the allied professions. It has been updated to include important issues such as detecting errors and how to combine intuition, emotion and analytic thinking.

CHILD PROTECTION
An Introduction
Second Edition
Chris Beckett University of East Anglia
This broad introduction to, and critical analysis of, the complex issues involved in child protection work is written in an approachable style and presents these issues in a clear and engaging way while also encouraging reflection and debate.
KEY CONCEPTS IN DRUGS AND SOCIETY

Ross Coomber University of Plymouth, Karen McElrath Queen’s University of Belfast, Fiona Measham and Karenza Moore University of Lancaster

Written by a leading team of experts, this book uses clear definitions, summaries and key words to introduce students to the central issues surrounding drugs in society. Intelligently ordered and carefully cross-referenced, it maps out the core themes and concepts needed to understand how drugs are situated in contemporary life.

Each entry provides:
- clear definitions
- lucid accounts of key issues and examples
- up-to-date suggestions for further reading
- informative cross-referencing.

CONTENTS


READERSHIP

Students of sociology, criminology, social work, social policy and nursing

SAGE KEY CONCEPTS SERIES

April 2013 • 208 pages
Cloth (978-1-84787-484-9) • £65.00
Paper (978-1-84787-485-6) • £20.99

PATHWAYS TO SELF-DISCOVERY AND CHANGE: A GUIDE FOR RESPONSIBLE LIVING
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• part three takes a comparative perspective, discussing the international issues and supranational bodies that impact on British and European social policy today.

The concise chapters define the key terms and outline the key debates, giving students a fundamental foundation for their degree. Chapter overviews and summaries guide readers through the book, and questions for reflection conclude each chapter to test readers’ knowledge.
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• cyber terrorism
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Edited by Sylvia M Asay University of Nebraska at Kearney, USA, John DeFrate University of Nebraska at Lincoln, USA, Marcee Metzger Voices of Hope and Bob Moyer Family Violence Council

Family Violence From a Global Perspective draws on the expertise of authors from 21 countries to tell the story of domestic violence in their country, and includes a personal case study of someone who has experienced domestic violence. The editors incorporate a strengths-based perspective, which includes individual, relationship, community, and societal strengths. The book blends academic, professional, and victims' expertise to determine these strengths and analyze how they can translate into greater safety for victims and increased accountability for perpetrators, including improved policy formation and research.
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PRINCIPLES OF TRAUMA THERAPY

A Guide to Symptoms, Evaluation, and Treatment

Second Edition

John Briere and Catherine Scott both at University of Southern California, Keck School of Medicine, Los Angeles, USA

This is a book on modern treatment of psychological trauma that is both comprehensive in scope yet highly practical in application.
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Paper (978-1-4129-8143-9) • £31.99

UNDERSTANDING TERRORISM

Challenges, Perspectives, and Issues

Fourth Edition

Gus Martin California State University, Dominguez Hills, USA

Understanding Terrorism offers a multidisciplinary, comprehensive exploration of contemporary terrorism that helps readers develop the knowledge and skills they need to critically assess terrorism in general and terrorist incidents in particular. The Fourth Edition of this best-selling book presents new, updated theories, cases and incidents as well as new photographs, updated tables and enhanced graphics. An entirely new chapter is devoted to homeland security in the United States and Europe. Key features include:

- opening viewpoints at the beginning of each chapter that present relevant examples of theories and themes
- current case material to help students grasp the real-world necessity for understanding terrorism
- discussion boxes that conclude each chapter to highlight controversial issues and pose challenging questions
- comprehensive tables throughout to further enhance the reader’s understanding
- a strong support package that will help to maximize the teaching and learning experience.
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Designed to be a primary textbook for university students taking modules dealing with Terrorism, as well as professional practitioners who require fundamental expertise in understanding terrorist violence.
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ESSENTIALS OF TERRORISM

Concepts and Controversies

Third Edition

Gus Martin California State University, Dominguez Hills, USA

Captivating, concise, and accessible, this Third Edition of Gus Martin’s popular text introduces readers to the modern landscape of terrorism. The text covers key foundational topics by defining terrorism and introducing its history and causes, as well as discussing terrorist environments (domestic, international, religious, etc.), tactics, targets, and counterterrorism. The Third Edition presents new information regarding homeland security, gender-selective terrorism, the Internet and terrorism, religious terrorism, and media coverage of terrorism. It also presents new data, case studies, photos, and maps that show readers the locations of major terrorist activities and the devastation they have caused.
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TERRORISM IN PERSPECTIVE

Third Edition

Sue Mahan and Pamala L Griset
University of Central Florida, USA

Terrorism in Perspective combines original thematic overview essays with the best of the existing literature. Each of the 10 chapters is divided into two parts. The first part is an overview of the history, ideologies, actors, organizations and actions relevant to the specific topic under discussion. The second part of each chapter contains two previously published articles or book chapters culled from a wide variety of popular, academic and governmental sources. The selected articles deepen the reader’s understanding of terrorism by focusing more intensely on specific themes related to the general topic of the chapter.
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Contextualizing the issues related to terrorism and placing the discourse within the ambit of sociocultural theories, this volume contains 18 chapters by expert authors with diverse cultural backgrounds and provides a wide ranging canvas for multifaceted understanding of the terror phenomenon.
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TERRORISM AND COMMUNICATION
A Critical Introduction
Jonathan Matusitz University of Central Florida, USA

Based on the premise that terrorism is essentially a message, Terrorism and Communication examines terrorism from a communication perspective, making it the first text to offer a complete picture of the role of communication in terrorist activity.

Through the extensive examination of state-of-the-art research on terrorism as well as recent case studies and speech excerpts, communication and terrorism scholar Jonathan Matusitz explores the ways that terrorists communicate messages through actions and discourse. Using a multifaceted approach, he draws valuable insights from relevant disciplines, including mass communication, political communication and visual communication, as he illustrates the key role that media outlets play in communicating terrorists’ objectives and examines the role of global communication channels in both spreading and combating terrorism. This is an essential introduction to understanding what terrorism is, how it functions primarily through communication, how we talk about it, and how we prevent it.

CONTENTS
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Sixth Edition
Chava Frankfort-Nachmias University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee, USA and Anna Leon-Guerrero Pacific Lutheran University, USA

Written without jargon, this book teaches basic statistics while incorporating real research examples related to the dynamic interplay of race, class, gender and other social variables.
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Paper (978-1-4462-0157-2) • £68.99

Using IBM® SPSS® Statistics for Research Methods and Social Science Statistics
Fourth Edition
William E Wagner, III California State University, Channel Islands, USA

This is a useful reference for those learning to use the SPSS software for the first time or for those with only basic knowledge about SPSS.
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METHODOLOGICAL THINKING
Basic Principles of Social Research Design
Donileen R Loseke University of South Florida, USA
Methodological Thinking focuses on the underlying logic of social research, encouraging students to understand research methods as a way of thinking.

NOW IN PAPERBACK!
THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF ACTION RESEARCH
Participative Inquiry and Practice
Second Edition
Edited by Peter Reason University of Bath and Hilary Bradbury University of Southern California College, USA
Building on the strength of the seminal first edition, The SAGE Handbook of Action Research has been completely updated to bring chapters in line with the latest research approaches in this field of social inquiry.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF DRUG POLICY
Edited by Mark A R Kleiman University of California, Los Angeles, USA, and James E Hawdon Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, USA
In 1971, President Richard M Nixon declared drugs 'public enemy number one' and waged the 'war on drugs' after tests on returning Vietnam War veterans revealed alarming levels of heroin use. Spanning two volumes of approximately 450 articles in an A-to-Z format, the Encyclopedia explores this controversial 'war' through the lens of varied disciplines and a full spectrum of articles and explains topics: from Colombian cartels and Mexican kingpins to television reportage; from 'just say no' advertising to heroin production; from narco-terrorism to over $500 billion in United States government expenditure. These articles, along with a range of pedagogical elements and availability in both print and electronic formats, combine to comprise an outstanding reference source.

DOING QUALITATIVE RESEARCH DIFFERENTLY
A Psychosocial Approach
Second Edition
Wendy Hollway Open University and Tony Jefferson John Jay College of Criminal Justice, USA
Wendy Hollway and Tony Jefferson have updated their groundbreaking book for students and researchers looking to do qualitative research differently. The new edition critically reviews many of the assumptions, claims and methods of qualitative research and also acts as a 'how-to' guide to the method the authors call the 'free association narrative interview'.
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